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Technical Specifications

Elite 4000 Elite 6000 Elite 10000 Elite 15000
Cooling capacity KW 4.0 6.0 10.5 15.0

Compressor Power KW 1.3 1.8 3.2 4.5

Electric heater Power KW 1x1.5 2x1.5 2x2.0 2x2.0

Power Supply 230V 50Hz Single Phase 230V 50Hz Single Phase 230V 50Hz Single Phase 230V 50Hz Single Phase

Compressor Type Rotary Rotary Scroll Scroll

Refrigerant R417a R417a R417a R417a

Refrigerant Charge 400 550 700 950

Protection High / Low pressure protection

Airflow m3/h 850 1200 2000 2600

Cooling water flow Litre/min 1-3 1.5-4 3-6 5-9

Dimensions (l x w x h) mm 1018x580x493 1068x580x523 1048x627x500 1188x680x573

Net Weight Kg 68 80 112 118

Number of lights 1000W 4 6 10 15

Number of lights 600W 6 10 16 25

Max Amps (heater+compressor simultaneous ) 12.1 20.9 31.5 37

Recommended MCB Type D 16A 25A 40A 40A

Cable Size mm2 2 2.5 4 6
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Installation
Installation

To allow proper air flow through the unit allow at least 20cm of space around the rear air filter. Also have 

at least 10cm of space between the top of the unit and the ceiling, more space is preferred. 

Installation & Mounting

The Top Climate Elite, needs to be mounted tilted to allow the condensation water to drain from the unit. 
It should be mounted with the front at least 1cm higher than the back. In addition the end with the water 
connections needs to be 1cm lower than the other side. This will create a fall to allow the condensate 
water to drain from the unit.

20cm

10cm

1cm 1cm
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Electrical connection

Please note the power requirements of the different units, the larger units will need a larger power supply 
from the consumer unit. (see technical specifications)

The unit has a isolation switch. A qualified electrician needs to make the connection from the isolation 
switch to the consumer unit.

Noise suppressing feet

The Top Climate Elite, is supplied with rubber shock absorbing feet. These rubber feet are mounted above 
the base of the unit (fig 1). The feet need to be mounted under the unit and you can secure the unit with 
the supplied screws. (fig 2)

The rubber feet suppress vibrations and reduce the noise from being transferred to the floor or shelve 
where the unit is mounted. 

Supplied rubber feet

Undo the screws on the switch 
cover, make sure it is turned to 
off and remove the cover

Feed your connection wire 
through the gland and connect 
in order to the switch unit.

Earth
NeutralLive

When the electrical connections have been made replace the cover and replace the two screws.

Screw

Screw

Wire gland

(fig 1) (fig 2)

Spring anti vibration feet are available for ultimate vibration suppression, ask at your store.
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Installation water connections

The unit has a water inlet and outlet. When cooling the air the unit heats the outlet water. The unit is 
supplied with the plumbing to connect to 15mm plastic plumbing pipe.

Installation of condensate drain hose 

The condensate drain, should be coupled to a hose, this must be free running to an open drain. The unit 
dehumidifies the air as it cools it. This moisture is then collected and drained from the unit using gravity.

Screw the plastic elbow connectors to the brass fittings at the back of the unit. Push a pipe insert into 
your pipe and push the pipe into the plastic elbow fittings. Connect the inlet water to your inlet water 
supply and the outlet water to your outlet, run to waste.

Outlet water

Inlet water

Brass water connectors

Condensate drain

The Top Climate is now ready to use.
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Humidity and light sensor

The humidity and light sensors need to be mounted in the middle of the room not covered. The light sensor 
detects the light and switches the unit from day to night modes. 

The remote controller

The controller can be placed outside the room where the unit is operating, so you can change settings 
outside your room.

Room temperature probe

The room temperature probe has to be placed in the middle of the room.

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Buttons

The controller has 8 buttons, these are sensitive to touch.

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Humidity up

Temperature up

Temperature down

Humidity down

On / off

Mode 

Fan speed settings

Set & save values
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Using the controller 

ON / OFF

To turn on press the red ON/OFF button

The red LED turns on.

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Temperature

You can set the temperature by pressing the ( + ADD ) & ( - DEL ) buttons. You can select a temperature 
between 16 - 32°C.

The day temperatures can be set when the unit is in day mode, indicated by a sun on the screen.

ON/OFF button

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

SUN (day mode)

NIGHT (night mode)

Temp Down

Temp UP

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Temp Down

Temp UP

The night temperature can be selected when the moon is on the screen, (cover the light sensor, if you want 
to adjust this in the day). Change the night temperature set point when the moon is showing on the screen.

Temperature

Temperature Set point
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UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Clock

Set humidity

Room humidity
High humidity

Fan speed
Heater

Night mode

Controller screen at night. The screen shows humidity and every few seconds shows the temperature.

Night symbol

Compressor

Internal fan

Day mode

Controller screen during the day. The screen shows temperature and every few seconds shows humidity.

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Set temperature

Set temperature
Sun (day mode)

Fan speed
Compressor

Internal fan
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Humidity setting

The top climate can dehumidify the air. During the day when the unit operates it will reduce humidity in 
your air naturally. You can set the humidity at night and the top climate will dehumidify at night, if below set 
temperature the unit will heat and dehumidify at the same time.  

This setting can be used if you get large spikes of humidity going from day to night, it is recommended that 
you keep the humidity setting quite high and only use the unit to trim the high humidity.

Press   and  keys to adjust the humidity set points.     

Fan speed selection

You can set the fan speed, or set it to AUTO mode.

Press the fan button once, the fan icon will have 1 bar next to it, this is lowest speed.  Press again, 2 bars 
appear, this is set to medium speed. Press again and 3 bars are visible, this is set at high speed.

Press the fan button again and all the bars disappear, this is automatic mode, which will automatically 
change the fan speed based on temperature.

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Fan button

No bars next to the icon indicate the fan is on 
auto mode.

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Humidity Down

Humidity up

Humidity

Humidity set point

Humidity icon
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Parameter Readings

The unit uses sensors to monitor conditions and your environment. You can see these values in the 
parameters menu. Press (SET) key, and D1 will appear on the screen.

Press       and         to scroll thorough the parameters.

d1 = Light intensity 
d2 = Interior coil temperature 
d3 = Water outlet temperature 
d4 = Temperature 
d5= Outlet temperature 
d6 = Humidity

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Value (light intensity)

Parameter   
(d1 light intensity)

Setting the clock

To set the clock press the SET button for 6 seconds. (You will hear a beep when you press the button, 
wait for 2 more beeps) The Hours of the clock will flash, use the (+ADD & -DEL) buttons to increase or 
decrease the hours. 

Press the UP      Button to change to minutes, use the (+ADD & -DEL) buttons to increase or decrease the 
minutes.

Press SET to save your clock changes.

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Clock
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Adjust the cooling capacity 

From the factory the Top Climate Elite is set to medium cooling setting (1.5 -1.7Mpa). 

The greater the water flow the more efficient the units work. More water flow decreases the stress on 
the system, this decreases the pressure of the refrigerant which is measured on the manometer on the 
front of the unit. Reducing water flow increases stress to the system and the pressure of the refrigerant 
increases.

If you increase the water flow rate the manometer will decrease to maximum cooling capacity at 1.3Mpa.

If you decrease the water flow the manometer reading will increase to 2.0Mpa minimum cooling capacity.

You can change the water flow rate by turning the condensate regulation valve.  You can gain access by 
removing the end panel at the end with the water feeds and manometer. The valve is on the outlet water 
feed inside the unit. Turn the valve anti clockwise for less water flow, clockwise for more water flow.

Manometer 

at 1.5Mpa  
Condensate 

regulator valve
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Reason for error Error code Condition Solution

External flow switch open EE:01 Flow switch 
opens for 10s

Contact Supplier

Compressor inadequate gas EE:03 Check manometer when compressor is off. If 
below 0.5Mpa contact supplier. If above 0.5Mpa 

restart unit & see if the pressure increases when 
compressor is on. If not contact supplier

Temperature Sensor error EE:11 Sensor short 
circuit

Visually check the temperature sensor.  
Contact supplier

Water outlet temperature 
sensor error

EE:12 Sensor short 
circuit

Contact supplier

Water return temperature 
sensor error

EE:21 Sensor short 
circuit

Contact supplier

High pressure error EE:31 High pressure 
switch open

Check water supply, increase supply at the 
condensate regulation valve. If water is flowing 

and you get the error contact supplier. 
Low pressure error EE:41 Low pressure 

switch open
Check the pressure on the manometer when 

the unit is off, if below 0.5Mpa contact supplier. 
If above restart the unit with the compressor 

running and check manometer. If below 1.3Mpa 
decrease the water flow at the condensate valve, 

until the pressure is above 1.3Mpa.
Water outlet temperature 
overheating protection in cooling 
mode

EE:51 Increase water flow rate

Water outlet low temperature 
protection in cooling mode

EE:52 Contact supplier

Fault code list

Error codes will show on the controller. Below is a list of the meaning of the codes. The unit will stop if an 

error is detected. Once the error is fixed restart the power to clear the error. 

°C

°C

UP

ADD

DEL

DOWN

ON/OFF

MODE

FAN

SET

RUNLED

Error code
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4000

6000
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1048

50
0

548

627

59
3

1003

10000

15000
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